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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This article attempts to evaluate the safety and economic performance of
an arch dam under the action of static loads. The geometric description of a
crown cantilever section and the horizontal arch ring is presented. A threeobjective optimization model of arch dam shape is established based on the
arch dam volume, maximum principal tensile stress and total strain energy.
The evolutionary game method is then applied to obtain the optimal solution. In the evolutionary game technique, a novel and more efficient exploration method of the game players’ strategy space, named the ‘sorting
partition method under the threshold limit’, is presented, with the game
profit functions constructed according to both competitive and cooperative behaviour. By way of example, three optimization goals have all
shown improvements over the initial solutions. In particular, the evolutionary game method has potentially faster convergence. This demonstrates
the preliminary proof of principle of the evolutionary game method.
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1. Introduction
Designing an arch dam is a very complex process, and a failure of the structure can result in enormous casualties and damage. The design of an arch dam is typically achieved by optimization
techniques (Hamidian and Seyedpoor 2010; Li et al. 2009; Seyedpoor and Salajegheh 2009; Seyedpoor, Salajegheh, and Salajegheh 2012; Zhang, Li, and Chen 2009). Existing arch dam optimization
design mainly adopts a single-objective optimization, emphasizing the economy of the design. A
single-objective function is typically preferred over the multi-objective optimization method because
of its easy implementation. Yet, historical incidents such as the collapse of the French Malpasset Dam
(height 66 m), cracking in the Austrian Kölnbrein Dam (height 200 m) and accidents at the Russian
Sayano-Shushenskaya Dam (height 242 m) have shown that it is necessary to optimize not only the
economy of the design, but also structural and safety considerations. Multi-objective optimization
design of the arch dam shape involves the following four components:
(1) Constructing a geometric model, where the arch dam geometric model can be considered under
a continuous geometric model, a discrete geometric model or a mixed geometric model. The
continuous geometry model describes the geometry of the horizontal and vertical surfaces
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separately. The parameters of the arch axis and the change in thickness along the height direction can be described using polynomial functions. The horizontal arch ring is described using
the usual line styles. The arch ring line style has gradually developed from a single circle to various circles, parabolas, hyperbolas, ellipses, logarithmic spirals and other quadratic curves. Using
only one kind of arch ring cannot satisfy the topography, geology and mechanical characteristics
adequately, and a mixed arch ring is preferred. The linear programming model of isoparametric
transformation and B3 -spline method are also adopted to obtain an analytical expression of the
arch dam surface equation. The cubic Hermite spline (Akbari, Ahmadi, and Moharrami 2011)
is useful for complicated valley shapes, especially those with inflection points. Design variables
of the continuous geometry model (Li et al. 2009) are easy to implement and the corresponding
dam profile will be smooth. This approach is widely adopted in arch dam shape optimization.
(2) Determining the objective functions and constraint conditions. The economic target function
of the arch dam shape refers to the total cost index of the arch dam, which includes the foundation excavation cost and arch dam construction cost. If the cost of foundation excavation caused
by the change in shape is small, the arch dam volume can then be taken as the economic target (Pourbakhshian and Ghaemain 2016; Seyedpoor et al. 2009, 2011). Safety factors of the arch
dam mainly have the following as targets: principal tensile stress indicator, tensile stress area,
overall safety degree, represented by the arch dam safety coefficient, and the inflectional stability index, as well as other energy indicators. At the same time, the overload coefficient, strength
failure probability, dam displacement and shear stress index (to name but a few) can also be
selected as the safety objective function. The loads on the arch dam can be divided into static
loads and dynamic loads. If seismic action is taken into account, the arch dam is subject to
dynamic loads. The dynamic response of the arch dam is considered as the constraint, and constraint types include the geometric, stress and stability constraints (Akbari and Ahmadi 2009;
Akbari, Ahmadi, and Moharrami 2011; Mahani et al. 2015; Seyedpoor, Salajegheh, and Salajegheh 2010, 2012). These constraints reflect the suitability of the arch dam layout, and the safety
of construction and operation.
(3) Determining the analysis method of the arch dam structure. Related analysis methods include
the pure arch analysis method, load distribution method of arch curvature and finite element
method. The three-dimensional spline boundary element method and spline semi-analytical
method have also been applied to the analysis of arch dam stress. Many methods have been proposed to approximate the dam response. For instance, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(Hamidian and Seyedpoor 2010; Seyedpoor et al. 2009) and a wavelet back-propagation neural
network (Seyedpoor, Salajegheh, and Salajegheh 2010, 2012) have been used in place of finite
element analysis, which is highly dependent on the user’s knowledge and experience.
(4) Determining the algorithm for solving the optimization problem. There are two processes (generation and decision) for multi-objective optimization problems, and the algorithms can be
subdivided into three categories:
(a) Making a decision before generating solutions. This approach requires policymakers to have
a priori knowledge with the ability to combine all objective functions into one single objective function before implementing the single-objective optimization. Some have adopted the
ideal point method (Wang et al. 2001) and others have employed the fuzzy evaluation function method (Xie, Sun, and Wang 2002), which are both related to this kind of technique.
This particular approach requires a thorough understanding of the weight coefficient. In the
design of the arch dam, policymakers and hydraulic experts may not have much experience
of how to select the weight coefficient, so they may not build the appropriate evaluation
function (Su 2005).
(b) Generating solutions before making a decision. This method attempts to obtain a large
number of Pareto solutions, and the final shape will be chosen by the decision makers. Li
(1998) first found the efficient point sets, followed by the stress research, expert review and
application of the graphical method. Sun et al. (2000) used a linear weighting method to seek
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the Pareto solutions first and then applied the fuzzy closeness method to find the optimal
solution. The Pareto solutions allow policymakers to have a comprehensive understanding
of the problems. However, this approach requires the full Pareto solutions, which are usually
time consuming and may not be easily obtained in real life.
(c) Maintaining the close interaction between generating solutions and making decisions. At
the end of each optimization round, the optimization parameters can be adjusted in real
time based on the rules set by the decision makers. In this method, optimization solutions
generated in the previous round will influence the decision made in the current round. At
the same time, the decision in the current round will affect solutions generated in the next
round, and so on. An improvement in the solution can thus be obtained via this iterative process. A literature review suggests that this method has not been applied in a multi-objective
arch dam shape optimization.
In this article, the evolutionary game method is used in a multi-objective optimization design of
an arch dam shape (the Baihetan arch dam), which belongs to the third category (c) of algorithm
stated above. The arch dam volume, maximum principal tensile stress and total strain energy of the
arch dam under the action of the static loads are taken as the objective functions. A geometric model
of the parabolic hyperbolic arch dam and multi-objective shape optimization model are established
as proofs of principle of the proposed method.

2. Geometric model of a parabolic hyperbolic arch dam
The geometry of a hyperbolic arch dam depends on the shape of the crown cantilever section and
the horizontal arch ring. The crown cantilever section and horizontal arch ring can be described by
characteristic parameters, which are also known as the arch dam shape parameters.
2.1. Geometric description of a crown cantilever section
The crown cantilever section is shown in Figure 1. As long as the upstream surface curve of the crown
cantilever ycu (z) and the thickness of the crown cantilever Tc (z) are determined, the downstream
surface curve of the crown cantilever ycd (z) can be obtained.
The upstream surface curve of the crown cantilever ycu (z) and the thickness of the crown cantilever
Tc (z) are described by the following equations:
ycu (z) = a0 + a1 z + a2 z2 + a3 z3

(1)

(2)
Tc (z) = b0 + b1 z + b2 z2 + b3 z3
The y-coordinate of the upstream surface curve of the crown cantilever ycu (z) and the thickness of the
crown cantilever Tc (z) are located at four controlled elevations (z = z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 ) and they are referred
to as the characteristic parameters. That is, X1 = ycu (z1 ), X2 = ycu (z2 ), X3 = ycu (z3 ), X4 = ycu (z4 ),
X5 = Tc (z1 ), X6 = Tc (z2 ), X7 = Tc (z3 ) and X8 = Tc (z4 ). When they are substituted into Equations
(1) and (2), ycu (z) and Tc (z) can be expressed in terms of X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 and X5 , X6 , X7 , X8 respectively.
As an illustration, when the dam crest is taken as one of the controlled elevations, ycu (0) = 0. As such,
the eight characteristic parameters above are reduced to just seven parameters.
The downstream surface curve of crown cantilever ycd (z) can be expressed as follows:
ycd (z) = ycu (z) + Tc (z)

(3)

The upstream overhang degree Ku and the downstream overhang degree Kd (as shown in Figure 1)
can be expressed as follows:

Ku = ycu
(H) = a1 + 2a2 H + 3a3 H 2

(4)



(0) = ycu
(0) + Tc (0) = a1 + b1
Kd = ycd

(5)
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Figure 1. Crown cantilever section.

where H is the total elevation of the arch dam. Therefore, ycd (z), Ku and Kd are all functions of X1 ,
X2 , . . . ,X8 .
2.2. Geometric description of a parabolic horizontal arch ring
The horizontal arch ring of any elevation is shown in Figure 2. The elevations involving 827.0 m, 780.0
m, 740.0 m, 690.0 m, 640.0 m, 600.0 m, 570.0 m and 550.0 m have the same structure of a horizontal
arch ring as shown in Figure 2. Determining the geometric shape of the parabolic horizontal arch
ring is equivalent to determining the upstream and downstream curve equations of the parabolic
horizontal arch ring. The upstream and downstream curve equations of the parabolic horizontal arch
ring can be described by the arch ring axis equation and arch ring thickness equation.
(1) Arch ring axis equation
For a geometric description of the arch ring of the left bank, the arch ring axis equation can be
expressed as follows:

xm = RCL tgϕm
(6)
x2
ym = yc + 2RmCL
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Figure 2. Horizontal arch ring of any one elevation.

where yc = ycu + 0.5Tc is the y-coordinate value of the arch ring axis at the arch crown, ϕm is the
angle between the tangent line through an arbitrary point m and the x-axis (as shown in Figure 2),
and RCL is the curvature radius of arch ring axis at the arch crown of the left bank, which is described
in the Lagrange interpolation formula. The arch crown curvature radii that are located at the eight
controlled elevations are taken as characteristic parameters. That is, Xi+8 = RCL (zi )(i = 1, 2, . . . , 8).
RCL can be expressed as follows:
RCL (z) =

8

(z − z1 ) · · · (z − zi−1 )(z − zi+1 ) · · · (z − z8 )
RCL (zi )
(z
i − z1 ) · · · (zi − zi−1 )(zi − zi+1 ) · · · (zi − z8 )
i=1

(7)

According to Equation (7), RCL (z) is a function of Xi+8 (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8).
(2) Arch ring thickness equation
Let Tm = ud (as shown in Figure 2), which can be expressed as follows:
Tm = Tc (z) + [TL (z) − Tc (z)] ·

1 − cos ϕm
1 − cos ϕL (z)

(8)

where ϕL (z) = arctg [XL /RCL (z)], which is the quasi-semi-central angle of the left bank, and XL is
the left chord length of the arch axis. For the specific dam site, XL is a constant value if the excavation
line is determined. TL is the thickness of the arch abutment of the left bank. The thickness of the arch
abutment at eight controlled elevations can be taken as the characteristic parameters, i.e. Xi+16 =
TL (zi ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8). Now, TL can be expressed as follows:
TL (z) =

8

(z − z1 ) · · · (z − zi−1 )(z − zi+1 ) · · · (z − z8 )
TL (zi )
(z
i − z1 ) · · · (zi − zi−1 )(zi − zi+1 ) · · · (zi − z8 )
i=1

(9)
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According to Equation (9), TL (z) is a function of Xi+16 (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8). When Equations (2), (7)
and (9) are put into Equation (8), Tm can be expressed based on the characteristic parameters
X5 , X6 , . . . , X24 .
Based on the arch ring axis equation and arch ring thickness equation, the upstream and
downstream curve equations of the left bank can be defined as follows:

xmu = xm + 0.5Tm sin ϕm
(10)
ymu = ym − 0.5Tm cos ϕm
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xmd = xm − 0.5Tm sin ϕm
ymd = ym + 0.5Tm cos ϕm

(11)

where xmu , ymu , xmd , ymd , xm , ym and ϕm are the coordinates of the corresponding points, as shown
in Figure 2. Therefore, the geometry of the horizontal arch ring of the left bank can be expressed
in its characteristic parameters, namely, X1 , X2 , . . . , X24 . Analogously, the horizontal arch ring of the
right bank can also be expressed in the following 16 characteristic parameters: Xi+24 = RCR (zi ) (i =
1, 2, . . . , 8) and Xi+32 = TR (zi ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8). RCR is the curvature radius of the arch ring axis at
the arch crown of the right bank and TR is the thickness of the arch abutment of the right bank. The
right chord length of the arch axis is represented by XR .

3. Multi-objective optimization design model of arch dam shape
3.1. Mathematical model
A typical minimum multi-objective optimal design can be described as follows:
⎧
⎪
seek the design variables :
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Objective
functions
to
be
minimized
:
F(X)
= {f1 (X), f2 (X), . . . , fm (X)} → min
⎨
ai ≤ xi ≤ bi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
⎪
⎪
⎪
subject to :
(j = 1, 2, . . . , p)
hj (X) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
(i = 1, 2, . . . , l)
gk (X) ≤ 0

(12)

where n is the number of design variables, m is the number of objective functions, bi and ai are the
upper and lower limits of the design variables xi , p is the number of equality constraints, and l is the
number of inequality constraints.
3.2. Design variables
According to the derivation in Section 2, the characteristic parameters involving ycu (zi ), Tc (zi ), TL (zi ),
TR (zi ), RCL (zi ) and RCR (zi ) are taken as the design variables.
3.3. Objective functions
The following three goals are taken as objective functions.
(1) The arch dam volume is taken as the economic goal:
f1 (X) = V

(13)

(2) The maximum principal tensile stress of the arch dam is taken as the safety goal of the local area:
f2 (X) = max(σ1 )
V

(14)
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(3) The total strain energy of the arch dam is taken as the overall stability goal:

f3 (X) = U = A(ε)d

7

(15)
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where A(ε) = 12 σ T ε is strain energy density caused by the deformation in d, ε =
T
T
εx εy εz γxy γyz γzx , σ = σx σy σz τxy τyz τzx , and  is the overall
structural region.
The system is discretely processed based on the finite element method, and the total strain energy
of the arch dam can also be expressed as follows:
1
f3 (X) = δ T Kδ
2

(16)

where δ is the displacement matrix of the whole nodes of the dam body, and K is the whole stiffness
matrix of the dam body.
The total strain energy of the arch dam is taken as the objective function, which has the following
advantages:
(a) The arch dam has three fracture modes, mainly involving (i) dam heel crack caused by the excessive tensile stress, (ii) crushing of the arch dam caused by the excessive compressive stress, and
(iii) dam abutment rock’s sliding along the weak structure surface owing to the excessive shear
stress. If only the tensile stress, compressive stress or shear stress index is adopted, then the overall
stability degree of the arch dam cannot be comprehensively represented and this is undesirable.
However, the strain energy index already includes the three kinds of stress mentioned above.
Besides, the stability of the structure relates to the input energy flow. The lowest amount of energy
exchange between the structure and the outside means that the structure has maximum stability.
Therefore, strain energy can be used to evaluate the stability of an arch dam.
(b) Energy is a scalar quantity and therefore easy to compute. The relevant calculations have also
shown that strain energy is less affected by the element form or the grid size. The computational
stability is also better than the other indicators.
3.4. Constraints
Constraint conditions generally include geometric constraints, stress constraints and stability constraints. The finite element method is adopted for the structural analysis. The constraints are:
⎧
⎧
⎪
Tcmin ≤ Tc ≤ Tcmax
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
T
⎪
⎨ Lmin ≤ TL ≤ TLmax
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Geometric constraints: TRmin ≤ TR ≤ TRmax
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Ku ≤ [Ku ]
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩ K ≤ [K ]
(17)
d
d
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪Stress constraints: σmin
⎧ ≥ [σmin ]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ϕmax ≤ [ϕmax ]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪Stability constraints:
ϕLmin ≤ ϕL ≤ ϕLmax
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
ϕRmin ≤ ϕR ≤ ϕRmax
where σmin is the maximum principal compressive stress, ϕmax is the largest central angle, and ϕR is
the quasi-semi-central angle of the right bank.
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4. Solution method based on evolutionary game
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Because of the similarities between multi-objective design and game theory, many researchers have
applied a game-theoretic approach to solve multi-objective design problems (Chen and Li 2002;
Dhingra and Rao 1995; Hu and Rao 2009; Periaux et al. 2001; Sim, Kim, and Lee 2004; Tang and Dong
2009; Tang, Periaux, and Dong 2014; Wang, Wu, and Periaux 2003). Based on the related applications,
the game-theoretic approach is as follows (Xie et al. 2013):
(1) m design objectives are taken as m game players and the set of design variables X =
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } is divided into strategy spaces {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sm } that are owned by the corresponding game players, where S1 = {xi , · · · , xj }, · · · , Sm = {xk , · · · , xl } and S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm =
X ; Sa ∩ Sb = 0 (a, b = 1, · · · , m ; a = b).
(2) Game profit functions (mapping of objective functions) are established according to the
behavioural mode of game players. In their own specific strategy space, each game player takes
their profit function as a mono-objective optimization. Hence, the best strategies of all players
are combined into a group strategy in this round.
(3) Depending on the game mode, the final game equilibrium solution is obtained through several
rounds of iterations and the convergence criterion.
4.1. Exploration method of the strategy space
The most critical step in the multi-objective game method is in distributing the design variables into
the strategy space owned by the game players. A spatial game method has been proposed by Wong
(2010, 2015). It can sort the items based on U(i, a) (that is, the utility of item a for player i) and provide a way to simplify the knapsack problem. The NP-hard resource allocation and multi-objective
optimization problem are two different types of problems and there has been no previous literature
reporting on the spatial game’s application in the multi-objective optimization problem. An important contribution from the present work is that an original and novel exploration method involving
the game player’s strategy space, named the ‘sorting partition method under the threshold limit’, is
proposed. This method is derived by generalizing the related concepts from Wong (2010, 2015), such
as the space distance and sorting methods.
The computation steps of the sorting partition method under the threshold limit are as
follows:
(1) Optimize m single objective, and then obtain the optimal solution f1 (X∗1 ), f2 (X∗2 ), · · · , fm (X∗m ),
∗ , x∗ , · · · , x∗ } (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) .
where X∗i = {x1i
ni
2i
(2) Every xj is divided into T fragments with a step length xj in its feasible space. The effect of xj
on the objective fi is first computed as follows:
T

(j, i) =

∗ , · · · , x∗
∗
∗
|fi (x1i
(j−1)i , xj (t), x(j+1)i , · · · xni )
t=1
∗ , · · · , x∗
∗
∗
−fi (x1i
(j−1)i , xj (t − 1), x(j+1)i , · · · xni )|

T · xj

(18)

The normalization gives an impact index (j, i), which is defined below:
(j, i) =

(j, i)
n
l=1

(l, i)

(j = 1, 2, · · · , n ; i = 1, 2, · · · , m)

(19)
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(3) d(j, i) is defined as the space distance of xj to fi as follows:
d(j, i) =

1
(j,i)
m
1
(j,h)
h=1

(j = 1, 2, · · · , n ; i = 1, 2, · · · , m)

(20)

Mo(j) is defined as the moment of xj to all objective functions, which represents the comprehensive degree of influence of xj to all objective functions:
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Mo(j) =

1
m
h=1

(j = 1, 2, · · · , n)

(21)

1
(j,h)

λ is defined as the threshold of moment, which is defined below:
n

Mo(j)
λ=

j=1

(22)

2

(4) Sorting of all design variables to each objective function (representing each game player) is
achieved based on the descending order of d(j, i). If the different design variables have the same
space distance to the same objective function, then a different rule is to be used: the greater the
impact index of the objective function, the higher the ranking that will be assigned to it. Each
game player then chooses a design variable with ranking until the accumulative moment of the
selected variables is greater than or equal to the threshold of moment λ, and all design variables
are assigned to the corresponding game players according to the partition rules as follows:
(a) If one chosen design variable xj (j = 1, 2, · · ·, n) has different ranking among the different game players, then this design variable is assigned to the game player with the highest
ranking.
(b) If one design variable xj (j = 1, 2, · · ·, n) has the same highest ranking among multiple game
players, the assignment of this design variable will be determined by the respective impact
index. Based on the highest impact index (j, i), xj is then assigned to fi .
4.2. Game behaviour and construction of profit function
The main characteristic of competitive behaviour is self-interest, and its corresponding profit function
will be (Wang et al. 2010):
ui =

fi
f̄i

(i = 1, 2, · · · , m)

(23)

where f̄i is a reference value, which can eliminate the differences in magnitude for each objective
function. The initial design value is chosen to be f̄i .
The main characteristic of collusive cooperative behaviour is collectivistic, and its corresponding
profit function will be:
ui = wii
m

where

fi
f̄i

+

m

j=1(j=i)

wij

fj
f̄j

(i = 1, 2, · · · , m)

(24)

wij = 1. The value of wii refers to the degree of cooperation. The greater this value, the

j=1

lower the degree of cooperation.

10
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It is worth noting that wii and wij are self-interest and altruistic factors, respectively. Their choice in
the collusive cooperation mode should follow two general principles: (1) the principle of equilibrium,
i.e. the self-interest factor is the sum of all altruistic factors; and (2) the principle of consistency, i.e.
all game players select the same altruistic factor during the construction of the profit function. Many
engineering examples have shown that if the self-interest and altruistic factors are chosen by these
two principles, a stable and convenient optimal solution can be obtained to realize the compromise
or balance among multiple objective functions.
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4.3. Evolution rules and algorithm steps of three-objective shape optimization of the
arch dam
The evolution rules of poor competition–rich cooperation (PCRC) (Xie et al. 2013) are applied in
this article. In the first round of the game, all game players adopt cooperative behaviour. When the
value of the objective function representing the player in a particular round is worse than that of the
initial design, the player will use competitive behaviour in the next round. Finally, when the value of
the objective function representing the player in a particular round is better than that of the initial
design, cooperative behaviour will be adopted in the next round.
For the three-objective shape optimization of the arch dam established in Section 3, the evolutionary game algorithm based on PCRC evolution rules is as follows:
(1) Generate the initial strategy space S1 , S2 , S3 attached to each player according to the sorting
partition method under the threshold limit presented in Section 4.1.
(2) Generate the initial feasible strategies in the strategy space of each player and then form a strategy
(0) (0)
permutation s(0) = {s(0)
1 , s2 , s3 }.
(3) The following three mono-objective optimization is calculated as follows:
(0)

(0)

(a) Seek s∗1 ∈ S1 , make u1 (s∗1 , s2 , s3 ) → min.
(0)
(0)
(b) Seek s∗2 ∈ S2 , make u2 (s1 , s∗2 , s3 ) → min.
(0) (0)
(c) Seek s∗3 ∈ S3 , make u3 (s1 , s2 , s∗3 ) → min.
Profit functions are established according to the following equations.
In the first game round,
ui = wii

fi
f̄i

+

m


fj
wij ; (i = 1, 2, 3)
f̄j
j=1(j=i)

In the kth (k > 1) game round,
when

fi(k−1) ≤ f̄i

when

(k−1)

fi

then

> f̄i

ui = wii

then

fi
f̄i

+

ui =

m


fj
wij ; (i = 1, 2, 3)
f̄j
j=1(j=i)
fi
f̄i

;

(i = 1, 2, 3)

where f̄i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the initial value of the objective function, w11 = w22 = w33 = 0.5 and w12 =
w21 = w13 = w31 = w23 = w32 = 0.25 according to the two principles of the collusive cooperation
mode stated in Section 4.2.
(4) Define strategy permutation s(1) , where s(1) = s∗1 ∪ s∗2 ∪ s∗3 . The feasibility of s(1) is then assessed.
The arch dam shape of s(1) is checked regarding whether or not it satisfies all the constraints
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(the geometric, stability and stress constraints) in Equation (17). If s(1) cannot satisfy all the
(0) (0) (0)
constraints, then the initial strategy (s1 ,s2 ,s3 ) is generated again and Step (3) is recalculated.


If s(1) satisfy all constraints, the convergence criterion 

(1) (0)
xj −xj

n

(0)
xj

j=1

n

2

≤ ξ (ξ is 0.0001 in this

article) is examined. The algorithm ends when the convergence criterion is satisfied. Otherwise,
let s(1) displace s(0) and return to Step (3) for loop computation.
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5. Engineering example of an arch dam
5.1. Parameters of the arch dam example
The optimization of the proposed arch dam example considers only the static load. The static analysis
of the arch dam–water–foundation rock system rests upon a gravity load and hydrostatic pressure. The foundation rock is assumed to be massless (Duron and Hall 1988; Fok and Chopra 1985;
Seyedpoor, Salajegheh, and Salajegheh 2010). The finite element analysis here assumes that: (1) the
foundation rock of the upstream and depth directions is equal to the height of the arch dam; and
(2) the foundation rock of the downstream direction, left bank and right bank is equal to twice the
height of the arch dam. The foundation rock is simulated by the linear elastic material, where the
elastic modulus is 2.0 × 104 MPa and Poisson’s ratio is 0.2. The parabolic–hyperbolic shape of the
arch dam is first considered, and the elevation of the dam bottom is 550.0 m with a height of 277.0 m.
The upstream normal storage level is 820.0 m, the static elastic modulus is 2.10 × 104 MPa, Poisson’s
ratio is 0.167 and the density is 2.4 t/m3 . The finite element method is adopted for the structural analysis. The element adopts a hexahedron shape with 20 nodes and a pentahedron shape with 15 nodes.
A two-layer element is arranged along the direction of the dam thickness and a five-layer element
is arranged along the direction of the dam height. According to Section 2, the upstream curves of
the arch dam and the thickness of the crown cantilever are simulated with cubic curves and the other
geometric characteristics are simulated with the Lagrange interpolation equation. There are 39 design
variables. The distribution of the design variables, including the initial shape parameters and upper
and lower limits, is shown in Table 1 (data provided by a design institution). Other constraints are as
follows: (1) Ku ≤ 0.3, Kd ≤ 0.25; (2) ϕmax ≤ 100◦ ; (3) σmin ≥ −15.0 MPa; and (4) the chord length
and quasi-semi-central angle constraints at the different elevations are shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Distribution of design variables (including initial shape parameters and upper and lower limits).
Arch crown curvature
Elevation (m)

ycu (m)

827.0

RCL (m)

TL (m)

RCR (m)

TR (m)

x 7 (14.000)
(10.0,20.0)

x 15 (341.617)
(255.5,521.2)
x 14 (301.730)
(229.1,467.4)
x 13 (268.473)
(207.9,424.0)
x 12 (229.704)
(180.5,446.5)
x 11 (200.492)
(147.3,364.4)
x 10 (176.757)
(138.2,353.2)
x 9 (163.024)
(146.2,337.0)
x 8 (154.557)
(110.7,292.8)

x 23 (19.035)
(10.0,25.0)
x 22 (30.650)
(25.0,40.0)
x 21 (42.822)
(35.0,60.0)
x 20 (58.165)
(45.0,70.0)
x 19 (70.442)
(60.0,85.0)
x 18 (75.744)
(60.0,85.0)
x 17 (75.929)
(60.0,85.0)
x 16 (73.834)
(60.0,85.0)

x 31 (261.046)
(183.2,373.8)
x 30 (241.896)
(173.1,353.0)
x 29 (223.934)
(166.6,339.9)
x 28 (201.973)
(157.2,388.7)
x 27 (185.014)
(139.3,344.6)
x 26 (171.928)
(136.9,350.0)
x 25 (163.842)
(147.0,338.8)
x 24 (154.836)
(110.9,293.4)

x 39 (19.000)
(10.0,25.0)
x 38 (39.679)
(25.0,40.0)
x 37 (55.000)
(35.0,60.0)
x 36 (69.945)
(45.0,70.0)
x 35 (78.787)
(60.0,85.0)
x 34 (80.437)
(60.0,85.0)
x 33 (77.997)
(60.0,85.0)
x 32 (74.435)
(60.0,85.0)

x 3 (−32.563)
(−102.0,0.0)

x 6 (41.510)
(35.0,50.0)

x 2 (−48.000)
(−102.0,0.0)

x 5 (58.677)
(50.0,70.0)

x 1 (−37.816)
(−102.0,0.0)

x 4 (70.000)
(60.0,85.0)

690.0
640.0
600.0
570.0
550.0

Arch dam’s right bank

Tc (m)

780.0
740.0

Arch dam’s left bank
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Table 2. Chord length and quasi-semi-central angle constraints at diﬀerent elevations.
Elevation

XL (m)
XR (m)
ϕLmin (ϕRmin ) (°)
ϕLmax (ϕRmax ) (°)

(m)

550.000

570.000

600.000

640.000

690.000

740.000

780.000

827.000

51.629
51.728
10
25

122.673
123.318
20
40

164.718
163.205
25
50

210.385
198.949
30
55

257.781
224.436
30
55

296.846
237.994
35
55

327.237
247.151
35
55

364.920
261.703
35
55
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5.2. Exploration of strategy space
According to Section 4.1, the objective functions (the arch dam volume f1 (X), maximum principal
tensile stress of the arch dam f2 (X) and total strain energy of the arch dam f3 (X)) are each optimized.
The impact index, space distance and space moment are computed. Sorting of all the design variables
is then carried out. According to the partition rules, the strategy space is as follows:
S1 = {x16 , x23 , x22 , x39 , x32 , x18 , x17 , x33 , x38 , x20 , x21 , x36 , x35 , x37 , x19 , x34 }
S2 = {x25 , x24 , x30 , x29 , x9 , x26 , x13 , x31 , x10 , x8 , x28 , x15 , x14 , x12 , x11 , x27 }
S3 = {x1 , x3 , x2 , x4 , x7 , x5 , x6 }
Readers may refer to the supplementary material for a detailed illustration of the exploration of
the strategy space.
5.3. Computational results
The iterative process of the evolutionary game is shown in Table 3 and the shape parameters of the
evolutionary game are shown in Table 4. A comparison of the key performance indicators between
the initial shape, egoism game shape, collusive cooperation game shape, unselfish cooperation game
shape and evolutionary game shape is shown in Table 5. As an illustration, first, all players in the
egoism game consider only their own benefit. In contrast, all players in the unselfish cooperation game
consider only other game players’ benefit, rather than their own. In the collusive cooperation game,
players consider not only their own interests but also the interests of other game players (Chen, Xie,
and Zhang 2009). The most fundamental difference between the evolutionary game and the other
three game patterns is that the game players’ behavioural mode in the evolutionary game can be
adjusted during the game iterations based on PCRC rules, but the patterns for the other three games
remain unchanged during the game iterations.
Table 5 shows that f2 and f3 described in here are better than those derived in the other game
shapes. Based on the same convergence criterion of ξ = 0.0001, convergence is reached after six
Table 3. Iterative process of the evolutionary game.
Behaviour of game player

Objective function values

Game rounds

f1

f2

f3

Initial design
1
2
3
4
5
6

–
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
Competition
Cooperation
Cooperation

–
Cooperation
Competition
Cooperation
Cooperation
Competition
Cooperation

–
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation

f1

/104

m3

689.264
681.951
689.184
692.424
663.135
680.828
688.474

f2 /MPa

f3 /GJ

11.566
12.017
10.965
10.798
11.706
11.147
10.913

3.733
3.448
3.521
3.484
3.656
3.484
3.499
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Table 4. Shape parameters of the evolutionary game.
Thickness of arch
abutment (m)

Crown cantilever (m)
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Elevation (m)
827.00
780.00
740.00
690.00
640.00
600.00
570.00
550.00

Arch crown
curvature radius of
arch axis (m)

Quasi-semi-central
angle (°)

ycu (m)

Tc (m)

TL (m)

TR (m)

RCL (m)

RCR (m)

ϕL (°)

ϕR (°)

0.000
−16.297
−26.748
−34.880
−36.953
−33.831
−28.493
−23.433

15.488
27.650
38.982
53.366
66.802
76.010
81.589
84.523

13.031
26.728
35.145
63.559
77.155
67.672
82.091
69.481

23.333
33.545
54.092
50.614
78.557
80.611
75.687
80.889

370.625
229.504
226.742
274.565
334.084
340.091
266.779
253.713

187.607
261.459
328.498
192.416
174.103
164.530
311.241
165.830

44.556
54.957
52.626
43.194
32.200
25.843
24.694
11.502

54.364
43.389
35.923
49.392
48.810
44.768
21.614
17.324

Table 5. Comparison of the key performance indicators.

Initial shape
Egoism game
shape
Collusive
cooperation
game shape
Unselﬁsh
cooperation
game shape
This article

Volume
(104 m3 )

Strain
energy
(GJ)

Maximum
principal
tensile stress
(MPa)

Maximum
principal
compressive
stress (MPa)

Maximal
displacement
along river
(cm)

689.264
642.848

3.733
3.713

11.566
13.006

−13.606
−14.443

11.043
13.737

0.254 0.048 96.312
0.201 0.241 99.026

–
25 rounds

682.893

3.548

10.952

−13.962

10.461

0.335 0.021 99.087

35 rounds

661.560

3.676

10.990

−14.780

12.760

0.117 0.159 99.063

36 rounds

688.474

3.499

10.913

−14.308

10.034

0.284 0.151 98.920

6 rounds

Ku

Kd

Computational
eﬃciency
ϕmax (°) (game rounds)

rounds using the present method. However, the egoism, collusive cooperation and unselfish cooperation games are convergent after 25, 35 and 36 rounds, respectively. As seen in this example, the
present method is more computationally efficient than the other methods.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the element strain energy of the upstream surface between the
initial shape (Figure 3(a)) and the evolutionary game shape (Figure 3(b)). Figure 4 shows a comparison of the element strain energy of the downstream surface between the initial shape (Figure 4(a))
and the evolutionary game shape (Figure 4(b)). Figure 5 shows a comparison of the principal tensile
stress of the upstream surface between the initial shape (Figure 5(a)) and the evolutionary game shape
(Figure 5(b)). Figure 6 shows a comparison of the principal compressive stress of the downstream
surface between the initial shape (Figure 6(a)) and the evolutionary game shape (Figure 6(b)).
Compared with the initial shape, the volume of the evolutionary game is now decreased by 7900 m3
(about 0.11%), the maximum principal tensile stress is decreased by 0.653 MPa (about 5.65%) and the

Figure 3. Element strain energy (MJ) of the upstream surface of (a) the initial shape and (b) the evolutionary game shape.
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Figure 4. Element strain energy (MJ) of the downstream surface of (a) the initial shape and (b) the evolutionary game shape.

Figure 5. Principal tensile stress (MPa) of the upstream surface of (a) the initial shape and (b) the evolutionary game shape.

Figure 6. Principal compressive stress (MPa) of the downstream surface of (a) the initial shape and (b) the evolutionary game shape.

total strain energy is decreased by 0.234 GJ (about 6.27%). Clearly, this demonstrates the effectiveness
of the present evolutionary game method. In comparison with the other three game shapes in Table
5, the strain energy target and maximum principal tensile stress have improved, but the volume has
not. This is because the other game shapes are also non-inferior solutions. However, the safety feature
of the evolutionary game shape is better than in the other three game shapes.
5.4. Discussion
Table 3 reveals that cooperative behaviour occurs more frequently than competitive behaviour, and
this is a clear indication of the goodness of the evolution rules, effectively promoting the generation
and evolution of cooperative behaviour. In particular, the evolutionary game method is also helpful
in forming a mechanism of cooperation and competition so that the better game equilibrium solution
is obtained in fewer rounds of the game, which ensures faster convergence. At the same time, it also
shows that the cooperative game is superior to the non-cooperative game in achieving the maximum
collective benefit.
It can be observed that the correlations of f 1 with S1 , f 2 with S2 and f 3 with S3 are strong, and this
has not been revealed through the traditional multi-objective optimization method. A new and more
effective computing method of game players’ strategy space, named the sorting partition method
under the threshold limit, has been presented. A comparison will now be made with the fuzzy cluster
method (Wang et al. 2010) and the k-means cluster method (Meng, Xie, and Wang 2014). First, the
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disadvantage of the fuzzy cluster method lies in the need to specify the parameter P (the maximum
capacity of the strategy space) in advance, and an inappropriate P will lead to an unsatisfactory partition result. However, there is no requirement in the present method to specify any parameter such
as P in advance. Secondly, the k-means cluster method is applicable when the number of design variables is small, but the partition result becomes inapplicable when the number of design variables is
large. The partition result of the k-means cluster method is as follows:
S1 = {x8 , x9 , x10 , x11 , x12 , x13 , x14 , x15 , x16 , x17 , x18 , x19 , x20 , x21 , x22 , x23 , x24 , x26 ,
x27 , x28 , x31 , x32 , x33 , x34 , x35 , x36 , x37 , x38 , x39 }
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S2 = {x25 , x29 , x30 }
S3 = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 }
The most significant difference between the present method and the k-means cluster method is
reflected in S1 and S2 . The game players’ strategy space based on the k-means cluster method is
extremely unbalanced (S1 contains 29 design variables, but S2 contains only three design variables).
A prerequisite of the game optimization method is that every game player has an appropriate strategy
space, and a change in the design variable values in the strategy space can lead to the effective adjustment of game players’ benefit. Since the game players’ strategy space based on the k-means cluster
method has not reached equilibrium, the game cannot continue smoothly. Thus, the rate of convergence is slow and the game solution cannot be achieved with high precision. All of these issues point
to the proposed sorting partition method under the threshold limit as a better option.

6. Conclusion
The multi-objective optimization of a hyperbolic arch dam, the Baihetan Dam, is used as an example
to illustrate the effectiveness of the evolutionary game method based on an original and novel computing method of game players’ strategy space. The model of an arch dam is first established through
the geometric description of a crown cantilever section and a horizontal arch ring. Subsequently,
a three-objective optimization design model is established, where the total strain energy of the arch
dam is adopted as the stability goal owing to its many advantages. The evolutionary game method can
achieve a multi-objective optimal solution whose generation and decision-making improve iteratively
with the development of the game process. All game players can change their behaviour according to the evolution rules at the end of each game round and then adjust the game profit function.
The decision makers can make appropriate evolution rules to improve the computational efficiency
and precision to control the multi-objective solving process. In addition, the complexity of the problem can be reduced by transforming the original high-dimensional optimization problem into three
low-dimensional optimization problems.
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